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The Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, in accordance with paragraph 7 of Amendment 8

of the Office of Naval Research Contract NeaOnr 2368(00)2 tested Airmat* fabrics

to determine the characteristics Qf these materials used in the construction of

the GA 468 Inflatoplane**. Thysical properties of the Airmat cockpit, wing, and

empennzea surface materialn are presented from rotoflex, creasing permeability,

tear strength, cyclic loading and cylinder elongation tests. Additionally,

ving surface zaterials and drop threads were subjected to quick break, dead

load-tirnp, and panel burst test'r. Tests uere also conducted on used aircraft to

deterzine the effectr 6f packaging az-d to establish the aircraft service If1e

based on application of the limit load. Physical tests substantiate the ability

of the taterial to Vithstand mechtnical abuse; dead load and panel burvt tests

indicate material strength dogradatlen with ugo and use.

The Tri.atoplane service life, 4a deternined by the limit load tert, is

convervatively calculated as being a minimuz of 12.000 hours. suroasving the

7500 hour mi•nmum roe'uired of it vehilel of this category. 16chnnleul ubuse

resulted in only minor materials doi-radation and does not sirnificantly reduce

the veihiclelr service life. 1ubctantiating this In (1) the two to thpe• percent

ter€ease in leak rate resulting from 73 packaging operations, (2) the minor

ihcrottei in peomeability of hydrogen after rotoflex and eyclic loading and (3)

!A A oxyetir Tve 0o. Ro ,er Co.. Akron, Ohio
TM Goodyear Aircruft Cornoration, Akron 15, Oh.o
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material strength after rotoflex and creasing. Permeability to bydrogen it not

Increased by rotoflexing; hoi~ever, it does increase after application of a

cyclic load of 10,000 eyeles. by a factor of 3 to 5 for the cockpit an emponrage

and a factor of 10 for the ving matorial, but does rot incroase notable there-

after up to 100,000 cycles. After rotoflexing and creasing material strength

is reduced by &pproximutely 2 to 5 percent for the cockpit aind empennage and 7

percent for the wing.

Except for the cockpit material of the physical tests and the new material used

.in the dead load and panel burst tests, all specimens were tabricated of Airmat

materials from vehicles In excess of four years old which had been subjected

to loadn bcountered during derionstr,,tion and/or test programs conducted during

this period. Hence, the data prernnted substantirtev the ability of these

fabcas to perform as a strLetural mz'terial tfter significant aging and time

under load.

A
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SETION I - EffMODUTIS

So GA 468 Inflatoplane derives ma=y unique capabilities from the utilization

of Airmat as a major structural component. The aircraft cockpit, empennage, an

wing are all construete4 of Airmat providing a lightweight, high strength.

vehicle possessing packagabilityt overleoad recovery, flotation, ease of repair,

and logistic characteristics exceeding those offered by other vehicles of this

type.

Airmat consists of two layers of fabric impregnated by an elastomer or resin to

withstand pressurization, Joined by drop threads extending between the upper and

lower fabric surfaces. When presvir zed., an Airmat section attains a pre-

determined shape as established by the lengths of the drop threads (see Figure 1-1).

Since Airmat structures maintain their structural integrity by their ability to

withstand pressurization, it is necessary that they maintain this pressure holding

capability for a reasonable period of time. Detrimental to this capability are

two factors (1) the natural degradation of the material with age, and (2) the

mechanical abuse of the material by the otherwise advantageous feature of being

inflated, deflated, packaged into a small space, and reinflated again for use.

In connection with the development of the Inflatoplano, the question arose as to

how these detrimental factors influence the service life of the structure. In

response to Amendment 8 of Contract NOnr 2368 and in order to determine this

Influence, a test proeram for an ,,Airmat Matorials Invetntlai on of to GrA 468

InflatoplaneD fats initifated.

a
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the tent program consisted of:

(1) paiwl burst, tnr~tr

(2) packaging tests

(3) fabric life torts unxder the 2.5 g limit load

(A) 3hysical tests of surface matprials to incl,4e Rotoflex, Creasing,

Tear Strength, Seam Strengths Cylinder slongation and Cyclic loading

tests

(5) dead load tests on the surface fabrie and drop threads of the Airmat

wing materials

In conclucting the tests of items 1, 4, and 5g, specimens of both new and used

materials were tested for comparative purposos. For evaluating items 2 and 3,

airplanes were selected which had previously been subjected to a large number

of structural, wind tunnel, and/or flight tests.

The purpose, method, results, and sagnifieanee of each of these teats are foVAd

in the following sections of this report.
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SECTION ;I - PANEL BUTWT -TS

A. GENERAL

A presrure safety factor tf 4.0 was established as the citcriom of the

Inflatoplane design. (Referenca TV-1 Sec. 1.00.050) Based upon this

factor of safety and the recomnended operating -wessre for the Inflatoplane

of 7 psi, tho Inflatopltre eompoornts should have an internal pressure

ultimate load capability of 28 psl ninimum.

One method of testing the presure safety factor is by bursting represent-

Sative panels. For this type of test, the panels are fabricated toi±m~late

the structure and are ihflated rapidly until a panel burst is experienced.

In this manner the average burst pressure is obtained and, since pressure

safety factor 1 averrgje burst nreosure a check of the design pressure
operating pressure

sneoty factor is obtained. The wing of the Tinflatoplane being the most

critical socti•on it was decided that panel burst tests should be concerned

primarily with panels fabricated from wing sections.

DuriiC thn dnvoloypment nhase of the InflAtoplano, a scries of panel burst

tests were rmi on A,' x 4' priels of the Airmat wing material. Tho average

burst prosuro of theoe pTWels was 30 nsi fand the resulting pressure safety

factor, 30/7 or 4.28. These Ymzbers have boon presented as control values

for direct comnariaon with the re,1ts ef the repent tests.

Two fhUtorO were present which justified ropeuting panel burst toftr as

par't of thts liin.?.top•rnln l l, Thvst'i atlon Study. Yittariul etrungth
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degradation with aging WA the lwesence of "hard wrinklep,,•n tho Arzat

surface plies were the two factors which could be evaluated with data

obtained from panel burst testa. "Bard wrinkles" In Airmeat, defined as '

a lapping or bunching of the Airmat surfice material under the bias cover

ply, occurs during the doubling process when the bias cover plies are

applied. The structural effect of these u.Tinkles has previously been

evaluated in cylinder burst and strip tensile tests as reported in

Enclosure 4 of referenee II-1. The presence of "hard winkles" led to'the

scrapping of four (4) Inflatoplane wing panels as reported therein.

Howeveri detection and hence elimination of all such wrinkles n Inew

materil is (d ) quite difficult since they are internal and (2) unecessary,

based on the results of the previously mentioned tests.

Hence, to determine the strength reduction with age and to further Justify

the decisions on "hard wrinkles" listed in reference II-10 panel burst

tests on Airmat wing sections were conducted.

B. APLQL~TUS ANDT PROCEDURE

Six Airmat panels were fabricated of the A-350 Inflatoplane wing material,

three of new material, and three of material from a used wing (serial No.

4111). The material uas cut such that all panels had a nine-inch drop

yarn length, were basically square In planform, and exceedad two feet in

both length and width. Thm open-ends were sealed by seam-closing. To

prevent failure in the seams, particular care was taken in rounding the

corners end in making the seams.
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threinforced harl wrinkles were present in each of the p-nels fabricated

of both nev and used material. By comparing these results with previous

panel burst data of new material without "hard vrinklcs,, a direct evaluation

should In possible for determining (1) the effects of' "hard wrinkles"? alone

and (2) the combined eff@ets of "hard wrinklea', plus aging. It shouzld also

be noted that the used samples were made from the wing of the aircraft which

had pre•ioutly been used for both demonstration purposes and for the fabric

life studies described in Section IT. Hence, in addition to "hard wrinkles'

and aging, this wing had experienced abuse equivalent to the anticipated

life of the aircraft.

Sinct, fabric strength is a function of time under load, it was the purpose

of these tests to Increase the pressture rapidly to burst pressure, thereby

obtaining the true burst presure of the material.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUPSION

All panels were pressurized and buret. All failed in the surface plies

rather thai the drop. threads or seams; hence, all breaks are considered

good. Tho results are presented in Table 11-1.

6
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TABLE II-I

Airmat Panel Burst Tests

Matorial; A-350 Airmat Wing Burst Presrure

(psi)

Ne~w

ist panel 29.5
2nd panel 31.5
3rd panel 27.5

29.5 Avg.

lot panel 27.5
2nd panel 23.5
3rd panel 23.0

24.7 Avg.

The effect of hard wrinkles on the new A-350 wing is considered negligible

as the difference of average values (3V-29.5 " 0.5 psi) is within the

scatter of the test data. Computing a factor of safety for the new material

using the average burst pres'ure, it ia 29.5/7 = 4.22 which is in excess

of the renuired safety of 4.0.

It comparing the combined effects of aging and hard wrinkles on the

Airinat A-350 wing material is observed that the factor of safety is

reduced to 24.7/7 = 3.53 by using the aver-Ce burst pressures. This is

about an 18 percent reduction in safety factor from the control value of

4.28 and about 12 percent below the 4.0 value required. Caroft. Inspection

of the panels following the test revealed that most failures d~d orginate

in the rena of a hard rinkle.

7
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D. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of the panel burst torts, the existence of small hard

wrinklea does tot significantly reduce the design pressure factor of safety

of the Inflatoplane. The aircraft initially p)ossesses a factor of safety

of 4.28 which compares quite favorably with the resulting tafety factor of

4.22 when hard wrinrcles are present in the wing fatric. Both of these values

exceed the pressure safety factor of 4.0 required of the design.

The burst tests of Airmat panels four years old which contained "hard wrinkles,'.

and had been previously subjected to abuse equivalent to the anticipated

service life of the vehicle resulted in a pressure safety factor of 3.53.

Althoixfh thie value is 12 percent lower than the design safety factor of

4.0, it is remarkably high considering the punishmcnt endured prior to

conducting these terts.

Although most breaks did ori[:inate with a "hard wrinkle" the data substantiates

that the presence of wrinkcles alone doeo not significantly effect the panel

strenrth. He.,ce, the recommended fix of apulyins, an additional surface ply

over a wrinkled area appears most satisfactory. (reference II-1).

I8
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SECTION 111- PAC.I.I. J)ESTS

A, GENERAL

An Inflatoplane derives unique capability by poesseaing the advantageous

features of being deflatables pckagable into a small space for storage

and handling, and quickly reinflatable again for upe. The mechanical abuse

of the materials resulting from such action has rever been fully explored.

In order to deter ine the extent of these packaging effects on the fabric

materials, especially Airmat, GAC performed packaging tests as part of the

Inflatorlane Materials evaluation. program.

Damage to the Intlatoplane materials during packaging will result priarilt

from (1) abranicns or scratches inflicted by rigid hardvare and components

or (2) from tight creasing of the material at the folds. It is possible

to establish the extent of such deamge by subjecting the structure to a

nnaber of packaging and unpackaging sequences while systematically recording

the leak rate and computing ary increase.

B. APPARATM AND PROCEDURE

By mutual agreewent between Ot and & AC a rejected Inflatoplane wing with

its associated hardware was accepted as a repreeentative substitute for a

complete airplane. The only available wing was from aircraft serial number

4107 which had previously been subjected to the NASA Langley wind tunnel

tests. Since the Vind tunnel test program included testing to the ultimate

loea, this winR had exp(nrienced d•mage from a tent 1ffl..uve, vi,.tthm

9
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basic wing material in a questionable stute. Due to the condition of the

material, it was uncertain at the onset whether the structure would

survive many packaging operations without oa:pcrioncing a considerable

change in leak rate.

Following the repair of two larte tears and ten minor leaks, the wing was

inflated to operating pressure (approximately 14 inches of mercury) and

eoated with a soap solution to datert.t* the initial atate. Although leake

were found and recorded in both the upper and lower surfaces, all were

minor in nature and the wing held pressure reasonably well, losing only

0.12 inches of mercury pressure In tventy minutes (see Table IllI-).

The wing was then subjected to packaging and umpackaging operations in

accordance with the procedure prescribed in the Thflatoplane handbook,

reference II-1. The wiug was folded chordwise - trailing edge to leading

edge - and then folded from the tip to mid-spars by wrapplIng the fabric

around the wing-tip skid. Tight folds were made and when each semi-span

was packaged at the center it was subjected to a man sitting and bouncing

on the package for approximately 1 minute. The wing was then unfolded.

After completint this operation five times, the wing was inflated to U* in.

* of mercury and held for 15 minutes.

Preliminary investigation shows that in order to obtain consistent data

this seaking period was very critical because of the creep properties of

11 1rlan. Therefore, each time the leak rate was checked, the soaking time

at the infn1tion pressurm had to be identical. A 15 minute period was

'49
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arbitrarily chosen. After the wing was subjected to 14 in. of mercury for

15 minutes the leak rate was checked by manometer every five minutes for

an additional period of 20 minutes.

The wing was then evacuated of air by a vaeuuij pump and subjected to five

more packaging cycles after which the leak rate was again checkod. This

procedure was followed for a total of 15 cycles resulting in 75 separate

packaging operations.

At the conclusion of the tests the wing was again coated with a soap solution

to determine its condition. Careful inspection revealed ore additional

leak ou the top surface and one on tb* bottom surface. The leak rate was

then checked after the wing was inflated foe a period of approximately I hour,-

corresponding to the soak period the wing was subjected to at the start of

the tests.

C. RNULTS AMD DI"VMUSION

The LeaUlts of the packaging tests are recorded in Table III-l. Wing

pressures ar. given in inches of mercury for each successive series of 5

packaging eyctes through a total of 75 packagings. In each case, the zero

time recording correapondI do tohe initial presoure after a 15 minute soak

parioi at the aircrftft optruti"z pressure (14 inches of Mercury). Successive

presture readings correspord to an additional 5 minute time Interval through

a total of 20 minutes. The initial ami final pressure recordings include

a one-hour soak period.

An o.,,n tibe manmter %es usod to d(termine the presruros; hence, rending

accurncYy wtt' lihndtrd to one tonth of tin Inch. Ths. qo-,'oni d.-irtal. p!aee.
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appearing in the data table was obtained by visual extrapolation of the

manometer scale. Also, since pressure differential was being obtained,

slight deviations in atmospheric pressure would affect the readings.

Temperature fluctuation would also effect the pressures somewhat. No

attempt was made to correct the data for these three variables since only

large pressure losses were of int rest to the test results. Slight

discontinuties which appear in the data table can be attributed to the

presence of these variables.

12
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TABLE 111- 1

LEAK RATE !4EAFUREMNTS

Pressure (in Hg)

Soaking Time 0 5 min 10 min 15 min 20 min

Initial check 1 Hr 14.00* 13.98 33.96 13.92 13.88*

After 5 folds 15 min 14.00 13.88 13.75 13.65 13.50

After 10 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.70 13.55 13.40

After 15 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.80 13.68 13.42

After 20 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.80 13.65 13.50

After 25 folds 15 min 14.00 13.84 13.72 13.70 13.65

After 30 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.75 13.58 13.45

After 35 folds 15 min 14.00 13.88 13.73 13.55 13.40

After 40 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.78 13.65 13.48

After 45 folds 15 min 14.00 13.90 13.75 .13.63 13.45

After 50 folds 15 min 14.00 13.85 13.72 13.62 13.45

After 55 folds 15 win 14.00 13.90 13.80 13.65 13.48

After 60 foldn 15 min 14.00 13.88 13.80 13.70 13.60

After 65 folds 15 min 14.00 13.88 13.75 13.65 13.50

After 70 folds 15 min 14.00 13.85 13.65 13.55 13.42

After 75 folds 1ý min 14.00 13,80 13.70 13.55 13.45

Final chock 1 br 14.00* 13,90 14.75 13.65 13.50*

4 ae computaions of packAgiug results in Part U.

13
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D. CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that after the first 5 packagingB, the leak rate

remained constant for all practical purposes. It can be assumed, therefore,

that the two additional leaks found at the conclusion of the tests occurred

during the first five folding operations. Since the diffusion rate of the

wing did not deteriorate with subsequent packaging cycles and considering

the initial condition of the wing, the primary cause of these leaks was

probably not due to packaging tut was the result cfdefective material. No

damage to sea=s or reinforcem•t. patches was evident at the end of the

tests.

Comparing the pressure loss of the initial and final readings (starred

table values) the results of 75 packagings are as follows:

P initial 14.00 - 13.88 = 0.12 in. mercury

P final = 14.00 - 13.50 = 0.50 in. mercury

increase in A P = 0.38 in. mercury

or 3. terms of percent

p (100) .a8 2.75% increase in rate

"13.88

of pres-ure drop for a time interval of 20 minutes.

In light of the above test results, it is apparent that repeated packaging

has little or no effect on the life of the Inflatoplane.

14
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SECTION IV FAMBIC LIFE UNMER LD-nZ LO.9

A. GENERAL

As part of the fabric evaluation program, tests were conducted to provide

data applicable for predictiae an aircraft service life. To accomplish

this within the scope of the -.inimm effort program, an endurance load test

Vas devised whereby the limit flight load would be continuously applied to

the aircraft for a period of 100 hours. Although this type of test is not

in accordance with reference IV-1 (Mi0I-A-8866(ASG)) used for substantiating

aircraft service life, fabric fatigue life is more dependent upon time-load

effect rather than a cylic load condition as is the case with metals. There-

fore, by applying the design limit load for an extended period of time, it

can readily be established that the aircraft develops a significant factor

of safety at this most critical loading condition.

After successfully completing 100 hours of continuous limit load testing

it was decided to continue the tests in an effort to provide more effective

data. Tests ,g was finally ter:minated after completing 336 hours without

failure.

B. APPARATUS AND PROCDFRE

The tests were conducted on a model GA 468 Inflatoplane which consisted of

a wing from aircraft serial number 4111 and a fuselage, cockpit, and

emonnhago £rom serial number 4108. Both of these planes had experienced

considerable service prior to these lifo teets; having been used during

tho dovelonment Oaeses for £liM t demonstration wind tunnol and otatic

testing pur!-osOs.
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Since these tests were to be conducted without engine, engine mount, fuel

or pilot, the plean was initially weighed and the c.g. position determined.

The airplane was next Inverted end suspended fro& the roof structure by

means of a sling seven inches wide positioned around the fuselage. The

suspension band was placed six inches forward or the required e.g. position

due to interference with the aircr•-.t aft wing brace cable aystem. To

compensate for the resulting tail heaviness a 100 pound weight was added

at the cockpit bulkhead station.

To simulate the 2.5 g limit load condition the following computations were

made:

Inflatoplahe gross weight 550 lbs

550 ibs x 2.5 g a 1375 Ibe

Wing weight = 50 lbs

Wing inertia = 50 lbs x 2.5g = 125 lbs

Required wing loading 1250 lbs

The cockpit .oad which gives the equivalent moment to the limit load

moment is 685# (Ref. IV-2, GER 9861,pg 2.06.030) i.e. 11,125 In-lbe/16.5 In.

= 685# which includes a pilot weight of 240 pounds and the corresponding

cockpit and instrwuentation weight. Also, the linit load condition occurs

when the airplane angle of attack (or-) is approximately 13.8 degrees, ae Is

shown in Ref. IV-2, GER 986 1,pg 2.00.030. Figure IV-1 Illustrates the loading

arrangement schematically and Figure 11-2 is a three quarter photographia

view of the set up. An can be seen in PFigre IV-I the airplane was asupended

to simulate the proper attack anale and tho desired cockpit load was
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obtained by resting the nose of the plane on a pedestal supported at the

proper cockpit position by a floor scale.

To simulate the 2.5 g load condition, 1250 pounds was added along the

wing span at the quarter chord by applying 25 pound shot bags symmetrically

at each of the following stations (measured in inches spanwise from the

aircraft longitudinal centerline): 2, 5, 9, 14, 18, 22, 26, 31, 35, 39, 44,

48, 53, 58, 63, 67p 72, 77, 82, 93, 99, 105, 112, and 121.

Tape measures were fastened to the wing leading edge at six stations, i.e.

approximately 14.5, 77 and 127.5 inches, symmetrically from the centerline,

for wing deflection measurements.

The Inflatoplane was inflated and thereafter held at a constant pressure

of 7 psi by means of a pressure regulator. Air supply was from the factory

air pressure system.

To indicate the time, if failure should occur during the night when the

arrangement was unattended, an electric clock was set up with two switches

in its circuit. The switches were located at each wing tip and mechanically

con:ected tc thewing in such a manner that the circuit would be broken and

the clock stopped in the event of a structural failure.

The test was started on 5 December 1960 when the wing load was applied after

zero deflection readings were taken. Immediately after application of the

load, wing deflections were again recorded. Thereafter wing deflections

v(•re recorded twite daily.
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Figure IV-2 -Test A~rrangernenti
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The load was removed on 19 December 1960 - after a total of 336 hours.

Deflection measurements were recorded after removing half the load and

again after all load had been removed. Finally, two more readings were

taken at 4 hours and 23 hours after load removal before the test arrange-

ment was disassembled on 20 December 1960.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Deflections

The deflections measured during the test are presented in Table IV-1

and are shown graphically in Figures IV-3 and IV-4. Figure IV-3 shows

the maximum deflection over the wing span and Figure IV-4 shows

deflection versus time for the wing tips, Stations 1 and 6, and the

outer brace cable points, Stations 2 and 5. In the plots of Figure IV-3

and IV-4 average values between left and right side are shown; however,

as can be seen from the data of Table IV-l, the left wing showed greater

deflections than the right wing. This may be attributed to either of

the following reasons:

(a) The wing of the airplane used for the test had been previously

subjected to a great number of tests, vhich may have resulted

in a permanent set particularly on the outboard left wing.

Figure IV-5, which gives a front view of the test set-up before

loading illustrates the presence of some permanent wing warpage.
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(b) An effort was made during the test set-up to position the wing as

nearly horizontal as poosible; however, the fuselage may have

slipped slightly in the suspension band during loading.

2. Service Life Computation

An aircraft service life is normally specified by the military procuring

agency. Then, in accordance with Reference IV-l, the flight maneuver

spectrum in determined vhl.ch indicates the frequency and intensity of

the loads which are anticipated during the life of the vehicle. The

responsibility of the contractor encompasses a fatigue type test arrange-

ment whereby these anticipated loads are applied to the structure to

verify its capability for withstanding the specified loads for a test

period equivalent to the vehicles required service life.

Although such a program is not without merit, in application it becomes

a time consuming and expensive operation above and beyond the scope of

the present Inflatoplane program. Also, the fact that MIL SPEC A-8866(ASG)

was written to encompass rigid structures rather than inflated fabric

structur,• j may tend to influence the taliditv of data obtained from

conducting such a program. However, in order that some level of

confidence may be* established that the Inflatoplane does possess a

significant service life, GAC devised an endurance test which imposed

application of the flight limit load to the structure fco a period of

336 consecutive hours.

In accordance with Table I of Reference IV-l the nature of the Inflatoplane

minanion is such as to place the aircraft in category C of the flight
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TABLE IV-1.

Wing Deflections (inches)

Station No. 1 2 3 4 5 6
Distance From

Date. Tim- 127.5* 77" 14.5" 14.5" 77," 127.5"
1960 Hr. min. Load

12-5 0 10 1250# 15.48 10.65 6.02 5.23 7.13 10.24
" " 1 0 ', 16.39 10.95 6.12 5.38 7.44 10.89

"5 30 17.03 11.27 6.34 5.58 7.93 11.99
12-6 22 30 17.73 11.80 6.60 5.85 8.92 12.92

29 30 17.83 3i.80 6.60 5.78 8.56 12.54

12-7 46 0" 17.82 11.80 6.59 5,80 8.56 12.58

S53 30 17.88 11.85 6.60 5.80 8.60 12.69

12-8. 70 30 17.86 11.82 6,62 5.80 8055 12.62
7• '30. 18.03 1.1.90 6.62 5.80 8.61 12.77

12-9 94 15 " 18.08 11.96 6.68 5.88 8.68 12.'85
"101 40 18.30 12.07 6.71 5.88 8.80 13.06

12-10 119 30 18.30 12.04 6.70 5.90 8.76 13.05
"125 35 18.41 12.06 6.62 5.90 8.81 13.19
"128 00 18.42 12.06 6.61 5,88 8.81 13.2

12-11 141 45 18.40 12.10 6.68 5.88 8.80 13.18
"150 25 ' 18.42 12.08 6.75 5.90 8.80 13.13

12-1ý 167 00 " 18.30 12.08 6.75 5.93 8.76 13.06
"173 40 H 18.34 12.08 6.78 5.95 8.80 13.08

12-13 190 30 '18.38 12,11 6.79 5.98 8.84 13.12
12-14 214 40 18.38 12.12 6.79 5.98 8.86 13.17
12-15 238 50 " 18.43 12.13 6.79 5.97 8.86 13.21
12-16 269 90 18..48 12.16 6.78 5.96 8.91 13.36

12-17 291 10 18.53 12.14 6.78 5.98 8.88 13.30
12-18 316 45 18.53 12.15 6.78 5.98 .8.90 11.35
12-19 334 20 1250 18.38 12.12 6.79 5.97 8.86 13-26

12-19 336 40 650# 15.45 10.12 5.96 5.16 6.80 10.11
12-19 337 00 Zero 9.68 6.71 4.19 3.38 3.28 3.01

12-19 337 25 " 8.86 6.49 4.02 3.36 3.20 3.79
12-19 341 50 " 8.83 6,49 3.94 3.05 2.70 3.09
12.-20 360 45 7.38 5.44 3.52 2.80 2.43 2.59
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maneUver spectruk vbieh sPecifiee a zinizin service life of 7v500 hours.

From Table 11 of Reference I si aircraft In Category C can expect the

freqV~nq ot maneuver leads reproduced In Table XV-2 during each

1000 hours of flight tim.

TAALJ IV-2

Imflatoplene FYight Load Spectrum

(1) (2) (3)
Percent of Limit Load Frequoene/l000 hre (1) x (2)

*45 10,000 4500
.55 3.000 1650
.65 lO0O 650
.75 300 187.5
.A5 NO 85

.95 30 28.5
1.00 20 20

Totals 1440D0 7121

BY multiplying the percent of 1imit load (Col. 1) times the frequeney

of wh i'h this load will be applied in 1000 hours, (Col. 2) it is possible

to arrive at a weighted load eycle per 1000 hours of flight time (Col. 3).

hence5 the percent of load cycle for application of the limit load is:

Areft of L4 1itjaed =m(WD) z..3. = .281%

1000 hre 7121
or, f' each 1000 hour* of flight time It may be assumed that the limit

load in applied ft' a period of 2.ft hours. Then, since the test

reprevented 336 heurs at the limit load condition it may be said that

It te43s of servie* •it. the Laflatoplane has the following capability

27



1000 Servie. Life

Serviae lire 3 3)6(10221 120,000 hrs.
2.81

To aecount for wW scatter in data, a scatter factor of 10 has been

arbitrarily selected. Hence..

SERVICE LIFE 12,000 hour&

whjich is iAn excess of the 7,500 hours required of a vehicle in this

category.

As an Wdication of the conservatism used in the above analysis it MV

be pointed out that although the analysis assumes that the limit load

vould be appled for a period of 2.81 hours for each 1000 hours of

fliLght, Reference .V-3v "Demonstration Progress and Instruentation Report

ca the GA 468 Inflatoplane," reports on actual time requirement of 1.5

see. to perform a pullout maneuver, the limit load. Since this load

is more r~alistically 1.5 x 20 v- 30 second per 1000 hours rather then

the 2.1 homus used in the calculations. Hence, an additional factor

of safety of 2g 338 has been Included to compensate for ths
30

fast that a static test rather than a fatigue test ase used to determine

the vehicle's service life.

Also, it should be noted that these figures do not represent the limit

of the capability of the aircrc.1t eince uo failure occurred. Testing

van tinally terminated vithout experiencing a failure in spite of the

fact. that the aircraft haa seen considerable upe prior to Initiation

or thn lUfa endurance test.
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D. COMLUSIONS

The deflection measurements show an imitial displacement of approximately

7.5 inched at the v'ng tirs and 3.5 inches at the outer brace cable attach-

Mant paint jaediatoly upon application of the 2.5 g limit load. After

imitLeI dieplceeant7a wre gradual displacement eccurs for a period of

abot. 35 or 40 hours. Following this phese only slight fatrie creep vas

experienced throughout the remainder of the test until the loead was removed

fta "'36 bouws, Upon removal of the load, deflections again decreased

quite ripidly at first and more slowly thereafter (see Figure 6) leaving a

remainder of approximately 20 percent deflection 241 hours afttr load removal.

)4tiauan Gellection of the wing tip vas 7.5 percent of the wing half span.

Aiereaft ervLee life based on the limit dead load test Is conservatively

calculated e is,000 hours zinimun. This figrze exceeds the specified

service 1t.f of 7,500 hour* required of a wehicle -of this claWueifiatiso.
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M, TXOLi V - PMSICAL TESTS OF SMU!MAC ¶TERIAWa

SA. OGE RAL

To determine the resistance of Airmat surface materials to mechanical

abise, the Tntlatoplane empennage,, Ing, and cockpit materials were sub-

lsoted to a series of tests designated as standard methods for determining

losses in p1risical properties of fabrics. The useful life of the Inflato-

plano. would be seriously impaired should these materials exhibit excessive

losses resulting from such tests. Aged fabric samples were selected to

furthef etr•eas the materials physical capabilities for withstanding ouch

treatment.

The empennag• e Code A-349, and the cockpit, Code A-351, cover fabrics are

essentially the same material, a two ply straight conist.*tion .varying

only In depth of the Airmat section. Test values obtained from these

materials are# therefore, directly comparable. The wing material, CWeo

A-350. differ" from the former two as it consists of three plies per

surface; a left biMal right bias, and a straight ply. The processed

fabric specifications are given in Table V-1 as extracted from enclosure 1

of Reference II-1.

lest specimens of the empennage and wing zterials were from used panel

sections while the specimen of the cockpit material was from aged but

unuced material.
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B. APPARATUS AMD PROCEDURE

The materials testing facilities of the Research Laboratory of the

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company were used for performing the tests

reported herein.

All tests were performed in accordance with the procedures as outlined in

Reference V-l .(jKL-C-2ll89(AER)/. This m~ilitary specification was written

end approved by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, as a

standard for evaluating ZM-2 and ZPG-2W laminated airship envelope cloth;

hence, the individual test procedures will not be repeated here. The

reader is referred to the above mentioned military specification for

additional information pertaining to the test apparatus and procedures used

in obtaining these results.

C. RESULMT AND DISCUSSION

The pbysioal test data obtained as a result of these tests are given in

Table V-2. Since only a limited amount of faeric was available for these

tests, the strip tensile method was selected for obtaining the material

breaking strength and ultimate elongation. Although this method is

approved for febric without bias plies, lower strength values usually are

obtained as compared to the cylinder burst method. This is caused by

slight zisaligm•ent of the yarts and the inability of the bias plies to

carry their share of the load when conductingl strip tensile tests, conditions

which do not influence eylinder burst strength values. Hence, as would be

expected, snaterial breaking strengths for the older matvrials testod here
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are not as high as those reported in Table V-I (obtained fron cylinder

burst tests of new material) but are suitable for comparative purposes

when evaluating the degradation of physical properties resulting from

mechanical abuse.
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r TABLE V-1

Airmat Fabric Specifications Inflatoplane

Eapennage

1. Classification Wing Cockpit Aileron & Flap

2. Goodyear Code L350 A351 A349

3. Outside Color Plain Plain Plain

4. Lmber of Plies 3 2 2

5. Construction (outside to inside) (1) Ci) (i)

a.) Spread (o,/,q/yd) 1.25 ..
b. ) Cloth (os/,scy4) 1.40 BIa
c.) Spread 2.50 1.25 1.25
d.) Cloth 1.40 BRI 2.05 S 2.05 S
.e) Spread 3.00 5.50 5.00

f. A Airmat Cloth 15.00 £ 8.60 S 9.25 S

6. NomiiiAl Veight, - ct/sq y'd 34.00 26-20 26.20

7. Weight Tolerance- os/sq yd 1.70 1.25 1.50

8. Trenile-Min-lbs/ineh-Warp 1SO 150 140

9. Min-lbs/ineh-flhl 174 150 140

10. min-lbs/inch2 -pile 29 28 28

11. Tensile Test Method (Warp & Fill) Cy1.Durvt(2) Cyl.Burst(2) Cyl.Burst(2)

12# M~torial Ivlon *rloft•lo

13. Cloth - Outside to Ir0ide 35233 3511N 3511N
3523S (1) 351.4 (1) 8937 (1)

(1) For Airmat Construction each side is symnetrical.
(2) For Airmatt cylinders are iade from each surface with pile yarn cut

away for testing.

L - Bias Left
BR- ias Right

S - Straight Ply
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TABI V-2

HViyical Test Data on Fnpennage, Wing

and Cockpit Surface Pl4terials

Section Empennage, Age4 Wing, Aged Cockpit, Aged
Code No. Used A-349 Used A-350 Unused A-351

1= MlWary) Will NWar M ill
1) Breaking

Strength 486 360 340 325 445 265
(lbs/2 inch) 420 366 383 342 469 286

475 375 377 352 480 295
477 383 392 343 472 299
49 370 412~ 335 450 280

Average (lbs/in) 253 185 190 169 231 142

2) fltimnat
Elongation Avg. 38.9 41.2 41.7 39.2 31.4 27.0
(pareentt)

Strength After 436 392 379 338 389 314
Rotoflexg 469 360 398 360 494 338
(lbs/2 Inch) :46 _380 301 50A 310

Average (lbs/•n) 230 183 193 166 231 160

4) " lItimate
Elongatiom
After R•toflexinE
Average (parrunt) 35.0 37.8 41.9 41.0 30.3 28.8

5) Breaking 505 370 375 319 470 301
Strength After 4+10 360 373 319 472 300
Creasing 475 385 310 327 365 311

Avrae (ibe/ain) 231 186 176 161 218 152

6) Tear Strength
(lb.) 56 49 140 100 50 45

54 50 115 103 52 50
53 53 120 103 50 15

A~erage 54 51 125 102 51 47
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TABLE V-2 (cont'd)

section Empennago, Aged 'Vingp ACed Cockpit, Aged

Code No. 'sed A-349 Used A-350 Unused A-351

Wai m Warn " 3arn Fill

7) Permeability to
H2 (litersa 2 / (1) 0,5-0.5 0.5-0.4 0.5-0.7

24 hro) (2) 0.5-0.5 0.2-0.4 0.8-0.8
(3) 0.0-0.0 .o.4-o.5 0.1-o.1

8) Frmeability to (1) 0.5-0.5 0.1-0.2 0.6-0.8
H2 after Roto- (2) 0.2-0.3 0.2-0.5 0.5-0.7
flxn (3) 0.2-0.4 0.5-0.5 0.3-0.5

After 10000 cycles

9) Pomeability to (1) 2.6-2.5 1.0-1.0 .1-3.1
2afte (2) 1.3-1.3 1.0-1.0 1.9-1.9

Cyclic Loads (3) 2.0-2,1 1.1-.0 1.7-1.7

After 100,000 eycles

(1) 2.1-2.1 1.1-1.0 3.1-2.8
(2) 1.7-1.8 1.1-1.1 2.1-2.1
(3) 2.2-2.8 Sample 3 damaged 2.9-3.0

Testing Etonped
After 10j,000 Cycles.

Failure in
10) Seam Strength 150 splicinC fabric 330 Seam 265 seam

(lbs/2 inches) 175 328 se-am 283 seam
155 360 seam 262 eeam
2183 W32 seam .300 seam
125 330 fabric 285 seam
174 u 317 sean 299 Seam
152 0 274 -enrm/fab. 266 seam
140 372 fabric 262 seam
-393 265 seam

2" N-2582 Bias 3" AV33O Bias 3e A-330 Bias
Seam Construction

A-349 A-350 A-351

l" U-2582 Mae 14" A-330 Bias iN 9-2582 BMn

11) Cylinder Elong- Loenth Ciro. Length Circ. length Circ.
ation Percent Wnrp 1.72 1.79 Warp 1.54 2.91 Warp 1.85 2.10
after 72 hrs. Fill 1.39 2.25 Fill 1.53 2.24 Fill 1.87 1.75

Infi'ation
Pressures 11.7 pet 15.0 pci 12.5 pv i

is
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A coirparisen of the results on this series of tests shcws nractically the

same values for the used and unused imterial. In come insti:•nces the used

material exhibited even higher breaking strength than the unused material.

This may be explained by the fact that the sriples had to be picked from

existing airplane sections and were not all from the same fabrication run.

A slight degradation In strength can be seen aftor rotoflexing and croasitg,

i.e., approximately 2%-5% for cockpit and enpennate material and about 7%

for the wing material.

The permeability of hydrogen through the matcrial increases after application

of e cyclic load of 10,000 cycles by a factor of 3 to 5 for cockpit and

empennage and a factor of 10 for wing material, but does not increase notably

thereafter up to 100,000 cycles.

D. CONCLMIO!1

Airmat surface materials withstand mechanical abuse without experiencing

serious loss of physical properties. After rotoflexing and creasing a

strength , duction of only 2 to 5 percent for the cockpit and empennage

material and approximately 7 percent for the wing fatric substantiates this

fact. Additionally, it must be rememabored that the tested materials were

about four yeers old and both the emponnage and wing specimen were from

used p~nels.

The initial breaking strengths (Item 1v Table V-2) also compare favorably.,

considering the condition of the specimon'and the method usad for obtaining

these values. Direet compftrison of the initial strength values with those

given in Appondix A cannot be used to evaluate aging effects since different
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test methods were used. Howeverv the initial strengths found in this study

are sufficiently high as to preclude excessive strongth losses due to aging.

On this basis then, it must be concluded that tiechanical abuse does not

significantly reduce the serv•ce life of the GA 468 Inflatoplane.
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SECTION VI - DEAD LOAD TMrTS ON •1ING IUITERIALS

A. GENERAL

In a further attempt to determine what effect aging had played on the

Inflatoplane life, dead load time tests were performed on both the surface

fabric and drop threads of the Airmat wing material. Both new and used

samples were tested for comparative purposes.

From previous test results of fabric materials it is a well established

fact that these materials exhibit a straight line failure curve when applied

dead 'Luad is plotted as a function of time (loglOscale). Furthermore, -ast

experience has shown that although aging may shift the position of the dead

load versus time curve, the slope of these curves for all ra~ctical purposes

should remain constant. A large reduction in slope of this curve would

imply that aging had resulted In a significant reduction of the structural

capabilities in the design portion of the curve.

By definition, the quick break strength of a material is that load which

when applied at a constant load rate is just sufficient to break the fabric.

Any loeaer load when applied to the snme specimen will require a longer time

to fail and will vary as a straight line function of loglotime. Normal

fabric design procedures select a sufficiently low load-level as to provide

a long life expectancy. As an axample of this, the win C of the Inflatoplane

is designed to provide a life expectancy of several decndes based on the

design pressure, the 2.59 limit load, and the winC fabric load-time curve.

Thin of course is an oversimplified analysis eliminatint- such significennt
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variables as agingT n Ackg and other material abuses which tend to

reduce the life. Hence, the pur-)ose of the:e tests was to determine the

extent of reduction in life caused by iiiaterial aLuing.

In order to conduct a dead lead tirme test within a reasonable time span

the fabric is loaded to some hiCh 7.orcentage of the quick break strength

(usually 50 percent or more). Such was the case for both the surface

fabric and drop thread tests conducted during thir study. To determine

control values, ruick broak tests were nerforncd prior to conducting

the dead load time terts. By performLng these tests first, the material

quick break strength was determined and dead load vas calculated based on

percentages of the qjuick break value.

B. SURFACE FABRIC TESTS

(1) Control Tests

Quick-break• tense tests were !.4rformad with the Instron machine on

four warp and four fill samrplos of surface material from new Airmat

wing gabro. Somples were Vo Inches wide, and were tested at a load

rate of 12 S.•/zIn with a •hree-inch gage length. The average of the

varp and fill strengths were used as the 100% quick,-break values for

dead load tests porformad on additional new and used swamles

of the same material. The results of the control tentz are given

in Table I1-.
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TABLE VI-I

Surface Fatric Quick Break Strength

Load Ave. Strength
Direction .(Lbs/2 In) (Lbs/In)

Warp 410,416,430,433 211

Fill 280,279,254,265 135

(2) Dead Load-Time Tests

(a) Apparatus and Procedure

In conducting these tests, material specimens one inch in width

were dead loaded to various percentages of the quick-break strength

of the new material while the time to failure was recorded. A

photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure VI-l.

Some difficulty was experienced with jaw and jaw pin failures;

that is, failure of the fabric at the intersection of the jaw,

and inside the jaw at the clamping pin. This often required

sanding or filing of the Jaws as well as the intermittent use

of fabric shims. The compressibility of the wooden Jaws was the

cause of this problem. Another complication of the results was

the fact that a number of samples (used warp and all fill) were

not cut parallel to the yarns. Typical of tests of this nature,

a wide variation of times-to-fail was experienced and some values

had to be excluded from tho evaluation.
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FiunVI-). Surface Fabric Dand Lond Tnst Arrangcamnt
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(b) Results and Discussions

Dead load tests were conducted on samples of new and used wing

surface cover fabric in both tho v:arp and fill dLrectiosqj Tab44.V-2

presents the results of these tests. Averbges are based on log10

time. A plot of the results is presented in Figure VI-2.

(c) Conclusions

The time-load curves show the difference in initial strength

between the new and used materials. Although some shift is

evident in the position of the curves which can be attributed to

the sample construction (see item a above), the fact that the

slope of the curves for the corresponding new and used fabric is

almost the same indicates that there is practically no change in

endurance regarding life expectancy of the Inflatoplano wing

surface materials.

C. DROP THREAD TESTS

(1) Control Tests

Initially, quick-break tensile tests were run on new nylon drop thread

specimens using the Instron testing equipment of the Research Laboratory

of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company. The time to break was

approximately four (4) seconds at an elongation rate of 400 percent

per minute with a three (3) inch gage length. The results of the tests

are given in Table VI-3.
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TABLE VI-2

Surface Fabric Dead Load - Time Tests

Load Level Load Failure Type of
Material % (lbs/in) Time Break

New Warp 80 168 3/4 27.5 sec Jaw*
37.5 sec Jaw*

1 min 5.5 sec Pin*
2 min 2.5 sec Good
2 min 51.5 sec Pin
4 min 38 sec Pin

Average 3 min 0 sec

70 147 3/4 2 min 41 sec Jaw*
19 min 23 sec Good
23 min 50 sec Jaw
+43 rmin 27 sec Pin

Average 27 ain 10 sec

New Fill 80 108 2 sec Jaw*
9.5 sec Good

75 01t 14 sec Good
3 min 14 sec Jaw
8 min 44 sec Good

Average I min 52-1 sec

70 94+ '1-3 hr (exact time unknown) Good

65 87 3/4 1 hr 57f sec Jaw*
1 hr 7 min 39 sec Jaw*
6 hr 35 min Good

15 hr 26 min

Averago 10 hr 5 min

*Not included in average time-to-fail
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TABLE VI-2 (cont'd)

Load Level Load Failure Type of

Material % (lbs/in) Time Break

Used Warp 70 147 3/4 0 sec Good11.5 sec Good

60 126k 23 sec Good

5 min 3 sec Good
5 min 47 sec Good

17 min 11 sec Good

Average 3 min 43A sec

55 116 2 min 53 sec Good
7 min 50 sec Jaw

1 hr 23 min Good

Average 12 min 20 sec

50 1054 21 da 21 hr 15 min Good

Used Fill 75 101k 18 min 48+ sec Good
26 min 2k sec Jaw
58 min 38 sec Good

1 hr 51 min 31 sec Good

Average 42 min 15f sec

65 87 3/4 Ui hr 5 min Good
Ida 12 hr 2 min Jaw

.'4 da 6 hr 59 min Jaw
18 da 18 hr 49 min Good

Averane 2 da 17 hr 37 miin
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The so-called quick-break strengths are used here merely to establish

a test load level. The threads were composed of two strands of 70

denier each, twisted together. The results of Table VI-3 substantiate

that the tenacity of these threads was Just slightly greater than

7 gm/denier.

TABLE VI-3

Drop Thread Quick Break Strength

Specimens No. lb

1 2.07
2 2.16
3 2.19
S4 2.27

"S 5 2.20
6 2.14
7 2.28
8 2.18
9 2.11

Average 2.18 ( 989 gin)
140 Denier = 7.06 gm/denier

(2) Doar. Load-Timo Tests

(a) Apparatus and Procedure

In order to perform load-time tests on the drop threads, a small

wooden frame was built and steel pegs approximately 1/8 inches in

diameter were fitted into the top of the frame as the upper

supports for the threads. Plastic-top bottles were partly

filled with mercury and were fitted with eyelets which acted as

the bottom tensioning member. The diameter of the eyelets on

the lower tensioner was 3/32 inches. Figure V1-3 illustrates

the test anparatus.
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The threads were wound once around the top and bottom members

and then tied to the small metal eyelet. The uper support

pegs were sandpapered and polished with crocus cloth after the

first set of tests (at 80% quick break with unused threads)

was run. These involved the longest time under load. It

is possible that longer times would have been obtained if

these tests had also been run with polished peg supports.

The two sets of drop threads compared in dead load tests were

(1) from new Code A350 Inflatoplane wing material which was

recently woven to replace the GA-468 wings with ',hard w•rinkles"

and (2) from plane No. 4111 which had seen seven hours of flight

in 1959 and had recently been given a 336-hour inverted 2.5 g

loading test. The second set of threads was taken from under

the edge of a cable-attachment natch where the drop thread

loading during the test would have been close to a maximum.
0

The tests were run at room temnerature, approximately 80 F,

and the material was high-tenacity Type 66 rqlon.

(b) Results and Discussion

The results of the dead load tests en new and unused threads

are given in Table VI-4 and plotted in Figure VI-4.
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TABLE VI-4

Drop Thread Dead Load-Time Tests

New Wing Drop Threads

Approx. Load GM per Time to Ave. Time

QB gins Denier Break, Sec. l BglQtB to Break

80 792 5.66 3003 3.4776

80 792 5.66 12287 4.0896

80 792 5.66 2316 3.3647

Average 3.3647 4405* sec (73 m 25 see)

89 882 6.30 15.6 1.1931

89 882 6.30 87.7 1.9430

89 882 6.30 28.3 1.4518

Average 1.5293 33.8* sec

Used Wing Drop Thread

80 .792 5.66 1038 3.0160

80 792 5.66 859 2.9338

80 792 5.66 1699 3.2301

Average 3.0600 1148" sec (19 m 8 sec)

89 882 6.30 11.6 1.0645

89 882 6.30 32.2 1.5079

89 882 6.30 72.9 1. 8627

Average 1.4784 30.1* sec

*From average loglotB
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As can be seen from the plot of Figure VI-4 the used threads

exhibit a slight reduction in slope when percent cf quick break

is plotted as a function of time to failure (loglo). However,

this change of slope is so slight that for all practical purposes

the load carrying capability of the new and used Airmat wing

drop threads is similar.

(c) Conclusions

The life of the Inflatoplane is not seriously affected by aging

of the drop threads of the Airmat wing structure. From the plot

of dead load versus time for new and used drop threads, the

reduction in slope of the used threads is so slight that aircraft

life is not seriously penalized, despite the fact that the used

threads tested were in excess of 4 years old and had been

subjected to considerable abuse prior to initiation of these

tests.
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